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Abstract: Changes in capacity of water reservoir Cedzyna during its exploitation since 1972 till 2003 
are presented in the paper. Analyses were based on cross sections of the reservoir’s basin from before 
its fulfillment (1967) and those measured with the echo sounder Ceeducer in 2003. Silting of reser-
voir was predicted based on empirical methods. The volume of reservoir was found to decrease by 
112.8 thousand m3 during 31 years of its exploitation and reservoir’s life span was assessed at 685 
years. An error analysis was additionally made of calculating the surface area of a cross section at 
varying number of sounding sites. It was found that there was no need to note too many coordinates 
and depths and for the Cedzyna reservoir the distance between measurement sites up to 16 m was 
sufficient. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Water storage is the main function of retention reservoir irrespective of its 
type and size. The reservoir’s life span depends on the amount of inflowing river 
debris, on the type of reservoir and its location, the size of flood control reserves, 
on water management and reservoir’s capacity. Silting rate varies in time and de-
pends on hydrologic, geo-morphologic and exploitation factors (DĄBKOWSKI, 
1974). Hydrologic regime of the catchment basin determines the amount of inflow-
ing water and river debris and their temporal distribution. Sedimentation (amount 
and place of deposition) in a reservoir is affected by the interacting hydrologic and 
exploitation factors. Other processes worth mentioning here are: destruction of is-
lands, overgrowing of shallow waters and scroll ridges by vegetation, changes in 
the chemical composition of water, coagulation of suspended matter, glacial phe-
nomena, long-shore currents etc.  

This paper was aimed at estimating present capacity of retention reservoir 
Cedzyna on the Lubrzanka River and evaluating its future duration. A decrease of 
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reservoir’s volume due to particle sedimentation for 31 years of its exploitation was 
analysed. Calculations were based on double measurements of the basin – before 
the construction in 1967 and in 2003. With available empirical methods a forecast 
of reservoir’s siltation was then elaborated.  

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OBJECT AND STUDY AREA 

The reservoir was built in the years 1967–1972. The dam was situated in 13.4 
km of the Lubrzanka course and backwater at NPP (Normal Water Level) reaches 
17.2 km of the river course. The reservoir is situated near Kielce agglomeration in 
Podkielecki Area of Protected Landscape (Fig. 1). At present reservoir is adminis-
tered by Świętokrzyski Board of Land Reclamation and Water Facilities in Kielce. 
The reservoir is not used in flood control; it was mainly constructed for agricultural 
purposes (levelling of discharge in the vegetation period) and for recreation 
 

 
Fig. 1. A sketch of the reservoir 
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of inhabitants from Kielce and surrounding. The weir has a reinforced concrete, 
two-spanned (2 x 5.0 m) step 1.2 m high with two releases of φ = 0.6 m situated 
near abutments. In the years 1998–2000 the reservoir was rebuilt by compacting 
the body of a dam and adding anti-filtration membrane. Surface area of reservoir 
for standard water lifting (260 m a.s.l.) is 64 ha and capacity – 1.55 million m3. 
Under such conditions mean depth is 2.5 m. For extreme situations pertaining to 
water flow Q1% = 162 m3·s–1 and water table ordinate 262.12 m a.s.l. reservoir’s 
capacity is 3.2 million m3 and its area – 84 ha. 

Storage curve and fulfilment curve were elaborated in the Kielce Branch of 
CBSiPWM in 1966 (Fig. 2). Characteristic water stages and flows for water gauge 
“Cedzyna” were additionally prepared based on data from the State Institute of Hy-
drology and Meteorology for selected average year (1951) out of the 22 years long 
(1944–1966) observation series (Table 1).  

 

Water table ordinate 

Ordinate for extreme situations pertaining Q1%

Ordinate for NPP 

Fig. 2. Storage curve and fulfilment curve of reservoir Cedzyna  

Table 1. Characteristic water stages and flows in the Lubrzanka at water gauge cross section Cedzyna 
(CHAIŃSKI, 2000). 

Characteristic stages 
H 
cm 

Characteristic flows 
Q  

m3·s–1

WWW – the highest of highest 450 WWQ – the highest of highest  122.00 
SWW – mean of highest  341 SWQ – mean of highest    56.70 
SW – mean 167 SQ – mean     0.45 
SNW – mean of  lowest  146 SNQ – mean of lowest      0.13 
NNW – the lowest of lowest  137 NNQ – the lowest of lowest      0.07 
ZW – standard (180 days) 159 ZQ – standard (180 days)     0.37 

 

According to geographic division of Poland (KONDRACKI, 2000; TRAMPLER, 
1990) the Lubrzanka catchment basin down to the dam of reservoir Cedzyna is 
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situated in mesoregion of the Świętokrzyskie Mts which belongs to macroregion 
Kielce Plain – part of sub-province Małopolska Plain. The highest peak of the 
Świętokrzyskie Mts – Łysica (altitude 611.8 m a.s.l.) is also the highest elevation 
of the catchment.  

In spite of relatively low altitude of the mesoregion its climatic conditions are 
more severe than those of surrounding lowlands. Mean air temperature is by 1–2°C 
lower, precipitation is higher and exceeds 600 mm annually. Icy phenomena usually 
appear between 10th and 20th of December and end between February 28th and 
March 10th in south-eastern part of the mesoregion and between 10th and 20th of 
March elsewhere. Mean duration of ice cover is 20 to 40 days (SIDEŁ, 2005). Pine 
tree stands can be found in lower parts, upper parts and slopes are dominated by fir 
and beech forests. Larch and yew are locally present.  

Upper part of the Lubrzanka catchment is of upland character and its basic 
characteristics is given in Table 2. Catchment’s shape resembles flattened circle. Its 
surface area down to the Cedzyna water gauge situated under bridge on the road 
Kielce – Łagów is 140.7 km2. River length from springs to the gauge is L = 21.6 
km. Sixty two percent of the catchment is occupied by arable lands, the rest – 
32.4% is covered by forests and grasslands. The river springs from Trias sand-
stones near Zagnańsk at 360 m a.s.l. It flows in a valley between Bukowa Góra and 
the Masłowski crest filled with Trias and Sylur sandstones covered by Quaternary 
formations. Apart from the Lubrzanka two other streams: the Zajączkowa Struga 
(catchment basin of 11.6 km2) and an unnamed stream (catchment basin of 10.9 
km2) enter the reservoir  

Table 2. Physical and geographic parameters and the types of land use in the Lubrzanka catchment 
basin down to “Cedzyna” profile  
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140.7 59.8 23.1 0.49 0.62 360.0 611.8 431.6 7.0 32.4 62.0 1.0 

A – surface area of the catchment down to Cedzyna, Oz – circumference, L + l – length of the main stream (L) to 
Cedzyna water gauge with dry valley (l) to watershed, CK = 4πA/Oz

2 – roundness index of the catchment, CW = 
2/L(A/π)1/2 – elongation index, Hź – altitude of springs, Hmax – the highest point in the catchment, Hśr – mean alti-
tude of the catchment area, Jr = (Wg – Wd)/(L + l) – slope of the river, for Wg – altitude on watershed in the prolon-
gation of dry river valley, Wd – altitude of water gauge profile.  
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METHODS AND RESULTS  

ELABORATION OF THE INPUT DATA  

Capacity of retention reservoir “Cedzyna” was calculated based on cross sec-
tions measured before dam construction and on sounding of reservoir’s bottom on 
1st and 2nd September 2003 at the water table altitude of 259.73 m a.s.l. Measure-
ments were made with the echo-sounder Ceeducer Hydrographic Survey System1) 
of depth measuring range between 0.3 and 99.99 m and an accuracy of 0.01 m or 
0.02%. Echo-sounder was equipped with 8-channel satellite receiver GPS that en-
abled estimating geographic coordinates to the nearest 2–3 m. Depth and geo-
graphic location were measured every two seconds. At moving velocity of c. 0.8  
m·s–1 there were 245 measured points along one cross section on average and the 
widest sections near the dam were characterised by even 350 points. Results (geo-
graphic coordinates and depths of every point) were stored in an internal 10 MB 
memory that allowed for 7 hours continuous recording. Forty two cross sections 
and coordinates of the dam’s axis were measured (Fig. 3). Additionally, longitudi-
nal profiles were measured when returning to the harbour. In total, measurements  
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Fig. 3. Distribution of cross sections after sounding in geographic coordinate system “geographic coordinates” 

          
1) Sounding was supervised by Dr eng. Z. Popek, Department of Water Engineering, Warsaw Agri-
cultural University.  
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were made in c. 10 300 points and results were stored in 60 datasets. Measured 
cross sections were spanned by 76 m on average. 

Shapes and distribution of selected cross sections are presented in Fig. 4. The 
sections had the same depth with one depression in place of a former river channel. 
Deepest places were found near the left bank of reservoir. Solid line in Fig. 5 pre-
senting mean depths in cross sections after sounding is clearly above dashed line 
drawn for mean depths in primary cross sections. Differences between the two rep-
resent the depth of sediments. As could be seen, the differences are greatest near 
dam and in backwater of reservoir.  

 
Fig. 4. Distribution and shape of selected cross sections made with the Ceeducer echo sounder in 2003 

Due to voluminous dataset from soundings an analysis was performed of the 
error in calculating the cross section area for altered number of sounding points. 
Analysis was made for five randomly selected cross sections numbered: 20, 24, 28, 
34, 36. Table 3 presents the number of sampling points in selected cross sections 
and percentage differences in areas related to the altered number of sounded points. 
Due to small (±2%) differences in calculated surface area, in comparison with the 
error of ±(3–11)% common in practise (DĄBKOWSKI, 1989), it was decided to re-
duce the number of records used in further analysis. Cross sections obtained from 
soundings carried out every 20 seconds were adopted.  
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Fig. 5. Distribution of mean depths along reservoir  
lenght of reservoir’s basin 

Data presented in Table 3 show that there was no need to record depth and co-
ordinates from too many sampling points. In the analysed case an average distance 
between these points could have been up to 16 m.  

DETERMINATION OF RESERVOIR’S CAPACITY FROM MEASUREMENTS  

Due to local conditions, bad weather on sampling days (strong wind and high 
waves), immersion of boat to c. 20 cm, difficulties in keeping the course, over-
grown shallows, sounding to the very shoreline was not possible. Additionally, 
sounding had to be finished some distance from the shore to avoid interferences of 
the GPS signal and resulting errors in estimating position from high trees bent over 
water. Therefore, end points of cross sections were usually situated 5 m (sometimes 
10 m) from the shoreline.  

For reasons mentioned above, a lower water table than that on the day of 
sounding was adopted to calculate differences in reservoir’s volume during its ex-
ploitation. Adopted altitude was 258.73 m a.s.l. This choice assured the greatest 
number of cross sections whose end altitudes were above or equal to the water table 
altitude. All cross sections that fulfilled this condition and were situated between 
the dam axis and the cross section whose bottom altitude was higher than adopted 
water table were selected for further analysis. Sixteen cross sections made in 1967 
and 18 sounded in September 2003 were qualified (Table 4).  

 



 

Table 3. Errors σF of estimating cross section area F at altered number of measured points n for water table altitude equal to 259.73 m a.s.l.  
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Table 4. Parameters of cross sections for the adopted criterion of water table at 258.73 m a.s.l.  

Primary cross sections (1967) Sounded cross sections (2003) 

No. 
Numbers 
of cross 
sections 
from the 

dam’s axis 

F 
m2

B 
m 

Hśr = F/B
m 

Numbers 
of cross 
sections 
from the 

dam’s axis

F 
m2

B 
m 

Hśr = F/B 
m 

1 2 1 029.90 461.70 2.23 36    934.34 464.88 2.01 
2 3 1 585.57 744.00 2.13 35 1 300.79 680.70 1.91 
3 4 1 166.61 436.10 2.68 34    781.09 368.94 2.12 
4 5    648.52 323.00 2.01 33    636.19 342.70 1.86 
5 6    678.74 291.40 2.33 32    588.81 284.30 2.07 
6 7    556.79 305.40 1.82 31    660.73 394.60 1.67 
7 8    542.88 377.70 1.44 30    604.64 458.10 1.32 
8 9    847.21 507.60 1.67 29    714.84 491.30 1.45 
9 10    762.05 505.40 1.51 28    591.95 449.57 1.32 
10 11    449.59 406.60 1.11 27    691.35 524.90 1.32 
11 12    440.86 425.50 1.04 26    653.86 475.10 1.38 
12 13    284.11 323.30 0.88 25    416.68 386.40 1.08 
13 14      67.83 122.30 0.55 24    236.16 220.43 1.07 
14  14a      79.71 109.30 0.73 23    106.79 132.30 0.81 
15 15    113.78 173.50 0.66 22    147.49 152.30 0.97 
16 16         0.00 0.00 0.00 21    125.56 136.30 0.92 
17     20      87.61 102.20 0.86 
18     19        0.00     0.00 0.00 

F – surface area. B – width of the cross section. Hśr – mean depth in a cross section. 

According to bottom topography in 1967 and based on the results of sounding 
in 2003 cross section surface areas and distances between neighbouring cross sec-
tions were calculated. Reservoir’s volume was calculated by multiplying mean sur-
face areas of the cross sections and distances between them. Calculated volume for 
16 cross sections from 1967 and for adopted water table at 258.73 m a.s.l. was 
796.4 thousand m3 and agreed with the volume from capacity curve (Fig. 2). For 18 
cross sections sounded with the Ceeducer echo sounder in 2003 and at the same 
water table elevation the volume was 683.5 thousand m3. The difference calculated 
for 31 years of exploitation was thus 112.8 thousand m3. Mean annual loss of ca-
pacity calculated for that period was 3.64 thousand m3 y–1.  

According to ŁAJCZAK (1995) the amount of material settled in reservoirs, 
equal to capacity loss, calculated from sounding data is similar or even twice that 
obtained from transported mass balance.  
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ESTIMATION OF THE MEAN ANNUAL AMOUNT OF RIVER DEBRIS DELIVERED TO 
RESERVOIR  

Basic requirement to evaluate the silting of reservoir is to estimate the mass of 
delivered river debris divided into bed load and suspended load. Most reliable 
method is to make direct measurements in a river in properly selected cross sec-
tions. When direct measurements are not available, the mass of river debris is esti-
mated with empirical methods.  
E s t i m a t i o n  o f  t h e  d e n u d a t i o n  i n  a  c a t c h m e n t .  Mean annual mass of 
the products of denudation can be estimated upon the classification of soil erosion 
processes given by RENIGER (1959) and quantitative indices of denudation estab-
lished by DĘBSKI (1959) using the equation:  

  (1) i

n

i IFD ∑=
1

where: 
D – mean annual mass of denudation products, t·y–1; 
Fi – part of the catchment area respective to a given denudation class, km2; 
Ii – intensity of denudation in a given class, t·km–2·y–1. 

Most of the Cedzyna reservoir catchment basin (76%) falls in the last, ninths 
class of this classification. The intensity of denudation in this class is 417 t·km–2·y–1. 
Rest of the catchment (24%) near Kielce is in the 4th class whose respective inten-
sity is 28.8 t·km–2·y–1. Annual mass of denudation products in the catchment of 
Cedzyna reservoir is thus:  
D = 106.9 km2 · 417 t·km–2·y–1 + 33.76 km2 · 28.8 t·km–2·y–1 = 45.6 thousand t·y–1. 
E s t i m a t i o n  o f  t h e  m e a n  a n n u a l  s u s p e n d e d  l o a d .  Because of lacking 
data on the amount of suspended matter delivered to reservoir in a year the load 
was calculated from the index of outflow denudation given by BRAŃSKI (1975): 

   (2) i

n

i
i FR ∑

=

=
1

α

where: 
R – mean annual suspended load, t; 
αi – denudation index for partial catchment, t·km–2; 
Fi – surface area of partial catchment, km2. 

The index of outflow denudation was based on measurements in cross sections 
closing the catchments. The catchment of Cedzyna reservoir is one of partial 
catchments of the Nida basin for which the index of outflow denudation is 2.83  
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t·km–2. For the Kamienna River neighbouring the Nida basin from the north the 
index is 45.5 t·km–2, so several times higher. Due to the upland character of the 
Cedzyna reservoir catchment basin (slope 7‰), similar to the Kamienna location in 
mesoregion of the Świętokrzyskie Mts and sources of both rivers in the same 
mountain ridge, it was decided to adopt the index of outflow denudation equal to 
45.5 t·km–2. Suspended load calculated from eq. (2) for this index is 6401.8 t·y–1. 
To estimate the transport of suspended load a map of average turbidity of Polish 
rivers elaborated by BRAŃSKI (1968) was additionally used. Because mean annual 
turbidity for closing profile of Cedzyna reservoir was not available, the value for 
the Kamienna River in Kunów profile (287 g·m–3) was adopted as before. Mean 
annual water discharge of 0.45 m3·s–1 (mean for the years 1944–1966) was taken 
from the reservoir’s project. Annual suspended load was calculated from the equa-
tion:  

 śrśr QPR 536,31=    (3) 

where: 
R – average annual suspended load, t; 
Pśr – mean turbidity taken from the map, g·m–3; 
Qśr – mean annual water discharge, m3·s–1. 

For adopted mean values of water discharge and turbidity the suspended load 
is 4072.9 t·y–1 in an average year. 
E s t i m a t i o n  o f  t h e  m e a n  a n n u a l  b e d  l o a d .  Wilhelm’s empirical formula 
used by ŁAJCZAK (1995) and MICHALEC (2001) for dam reservoirs on mountain 
rivers in southern Poland was applied to estimate mean annual bed load. The load 
is expressed as:  

 JQI 523=  (4) 

where: 
⎯I  – mean annual delivery of bed load to reservoir, t·y–1  

J – mean slope of the channel of the main stream, ‰.  
⎯Q – mean annual discharge in calculation profile, m3·s–1. 

Mean water input to reservoir was calculated from mean flow established in 
the reservoir’s project at 0.45 m3·s–1. Channel slope was taken as in table 2. Bed 
load delivered to reservoir calculated from eq. (4) is thus 1647.4 t·y–1. Additionally, 
the mass of bed load equal to 35% of suspended load delivered to reservoir was 
adopted after SKIBIŃSKI (1976). Similar ratio of bed to suspended load was ob-
tained by BARTNIK (1997) who calculated loads for the Skawa River with the 
TRANS programme and by RATOMSKI et al. (1997) for Tresna reservoir. With this 
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assumption and using eq. (2) one obtains 2240.6 t·y–1 of bed load delivered to res-
ervoir. For suspended load calculated acc. to (3) the bed load is 1425.5 t·y–1. 
C o m p i l a t i o n  o f  c a l c u l a t e d  l o a d s  d e l i v e r e d  t o  r e s e r v o i r .  Loads 
delivered to reservoir calculated with each of applied methods are compiled in ta-
ble 5. They are expressed in terms of mass and volume. To obtain the latter values 
the mean density of bed and suspended load of 1.75 t·m–3 and 0.7 t·m–3 was 
adopted after WIŚNIEWSKI (1969). The values were estimated for mountain and 
submountain reservoirs. 

Table 5. Compilation of loads delivered to Cedzyna reservoir  

Suspended load delivered to reservoir 
Method 

t·y–1 m3·y–1

Acc. to denudation index by Brański (2) 6 401.8 9 145.4 
Acc. to turbidity index by Brański (3) 4 072.9 5 818.4 
 Bed load delivered to reservoir 
Acc. to Wilhelm’s formula (4) 1 647.4    941.4 
Acc to Skibiński as 35% of load from eq. (2) 2 240.6 1 280.3 
Acc to Skibiński as 35% of load from eq. (3) 1 425.5    814.6 

 

The amount of suspended matter delivered to Krempna reservoir on the Wis-
łoka estimated from measured (with a photo-optic device) suspension and water 
discharge (MICHALEC, 2001) served for evaluating the reliability of results ob-
tained in the present study. Both surface area and slope of the Wisłoka catchment 
(Krempna profile) are similar to respective values for the Lubrzanka (Cedzyna pro-
file) (F = 165.3 km2, L = 18.6 km, I = 10 ‰). Mean annual suspended load in the 
Wisłoka for the years 1972–1998 was 8 386.5 t·y–1 being higher by c. 23% than the 
suspended load in the Lubrzanka calculated from eq. (2) and by c. 51% than that 
calculated from eq. (3). Having in mind that the surface area and slope of the Wis-
łoka catchment basin are larger by 15% and 30%, respectively, than respective val-
ues for the Cedzyna one might conclude that suspended load measured by 
MICHALEC (2001) does not differ markedly from that calculated with eq. (2) acc. to 
BRAŃSKI (1975).  

PREDICTION OF RESERVOIR SILTATION  

A s s e s s m e n t  o f  r e s e r v o i r ’ s  a c c u m u l a t i o n  c a p a c i t y .  Sediments are 
a mixture of bed load usually trapped in total within reservoir and part of sus-
pended solids. The amount depends on the accumulation capacity of a reservoir. 
The accumulation capacity is meant as percent of suspended load settled in a year 
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in relation to suspended load delivered by the river. It depends on the ratio of res-
ervoir’s volume to annual water input. Using two most frequently recommended 
equations of Brune and Łopatin and their graphic interpretation (BRAŃSKI and 
DĄBKOWSKI, 1976) the capacity of Cedzyna reservoir to retain the loads was cal-
culated. According to Brune’s equation the capacity was 79% and according to Ło-
patin’s one – 87%. Mean of the two (83%) was adopted as a real value. Consider-
ing calculated accumulation capacity the total sedimentation of suspended matter 
calculated from eq. (2) should not exceed 5 313.5 t·y–1 and that acc. to eq. (3) – 
3 380.5 t·y–1. 
C o m p i l a t i o n  o f  t h e  a m o u n t  o f  m a t e r i a l  t r a p p e d  i n  r e s e r v o i r .  
Table 6 presents calculated mean amounts of material trapped annually in reservoir 
separately for suspended and bed loads and for both. Accumulation capacity of res-
ervoir was considered for suspended loads.  
P r e d i c t i o n  o f  r e s e r v o i r  s i l t a t i o n  w i t h  t i m e .  As seen from observa-
tions carried out in many reservoirs the relationship between time and sediment 
volume is not linear for a longer period of time. Together with proceeding siltation 
the load flowing through a reservoir increases. Most suitable for forecasting silta-
tion is practically the equation of GONČAROV (1962): 
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where: 
zt – sediment volume after t years, m3;  
Vo – initial reservoir capacity, m3;  
z1 – siltation during the first year of exploitation, m3; 
t – years of reservoir exploitation. 

Equation (5) was used to calculate siltation of reservoir Cedzyna. The input 
data was adopted as z1 equal to mean total (suspended and bed) load retained annu-
ally in reservoir calculated for every method (Table 6). Initial volume for the NPP 
altitude = 260.0 m a.s.l. was Vo = 1.55 million m3. Calculation was performed for 
31 years of exploitation and its results are presented in Figure 6. Based on eq. (5) at 
z1 assumed 80% of total capacity at NPP the practical period of reservoir exploita-
tion was additionally established. The longest life span of 685 years was obtained 
from sounding data. With other methods the life span ranged from 280 and 440 
years.  

 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 

Table 6. The amount of sediment trapped in Cedzyna reservoir  

Amount of trapped material 
total suspension bed load Method 

t·y–1 m3·y–1 t·y–1 m3·y–1 t·y–1 m3·y–1

Sounding reservoir’s basin  – 3 638.7 – – – – 
Denudation index of Brański (2) together with bed load 
acc. to Wilhelm’s formula (4) 

6 960.9 8 532.1 5 313.5 7 590.7 1 647.4    941.4 

Denudation index of Brański (2) together with bed load 
taken as 35% of suspension from eq. (2) after  Skibiński 

7 554.1 8 871.0 5 313.5 7 590.7 2 240.6 1 280.3 

Denudation index of Brański (2) together with bed load 
taken as 35% of suspension from eq. (3) after  Skibiński 

6 739.0 8 405.3 5 313.5 7 590.7 1 425.5    814.6 

Turbidity index of Brański (3) together with bed load acc. 
to Wilhelm’s formula (4)  

5 027.9 5 770.7 3 380.5 4 829.3 1 647.4    941.4 

Turbidity index of Brański (3) together with bed load taken 
as 35% of suspension from eq. (2) after Skibiński 

5 621.1 6 109.6 3 380.5 4 829.3 2 240.6 1 280.3 

Turbidity index of Brański (3) together with bed load taken 
as 35% of suspension from eq. (3) after Skibiński 

4 806.0 5 643.9 3 380.5 4 829.3 1 425.5    814.6 
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Fig. 6. The course of siltation of Cedzyna reservoir for adopted calculation methods during 31 years 
of exploitation; explanation of curves as in table 6 

CONCLUSIONS  

Based on measurements and analyses of capacity and on calculations of loads 
delivered to Cedzyna reservoir one may presents the following conclusions:  

1. The loss of reservoir capacity during 31 years of exploitation calculated 
from sounding the reservoir’s basin was 112.8 thousand m3.  

2. Analysis of the sounding records showed that an average distance between 
sounded points could have been up to 16 m.  

3. Mean annual mass of denudation products in the Cedzyna reservoir catch-
ment basin estimated with the Reniger-Dębski method was 6–9 times greater (de-
pending on applied method) than the load delivered to reservoir. 

4. Life span of reservoir calculated from sounding data was 685 years. It was 
an approximate period of its possible use because of only 31 years of its exploita-
tion. 
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STRESZCZENIE 

Ocena i prognoza zamulania zbiornika wodnego Cedzyna  

Słowa kluczowe: pojemność zbiornika, prognoza zamulania, zamulanie, zbiornik 
wodny  

W pracy przedstawiono zmiany pojemności zbiornika wodnego Cedzyna  
w okresie jego eksploatacji od 1972 do 2003 r. Podstawą analiz były przekroje po-
przeczne czaszy zbiornika z 1967 r., czyli z okresu przed napełnieniem zbiornika, 
oraz wykonane w 2003 r. za pomocą echosondy Ceeducer. Prognoza zamulenia 
zbiornika została przygotowana z wykorzystaniem metod empirycznych. Stwier-
dzono zmniejszenie pojemności pierwotnej zbiornika o 112,8 tys. m3 w okresie 31 
lat jego eksploatacji, a jego żywotność określono na 685 lat. Dodatkowo, przepro-
wadzono analizę błędów w obliczeniu pola przekroju, gdy zmianie ulega liczba 
punktów sondowania. W tym przypadku stwierdzono, że w pomiarze echosondą 
Ceeducer nie ma potrzeby notowania współrzędnych i głębokości zbyt dużej liczby 
punktów, a dla zbiornika Cedzyna wystarczające jest, by odległość między punk-
tami pomiarowymi wyniosła do 16 m. 
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